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Harrison Spinks Beds For Sale






Harrison Spinks is a luxury British mattress manufacturer that has been handcrafting beds for over 180 years. Each bed is crafted with meticulous attention to detail, offering sleep solutions that promise a blend of comfort, support, and sustainability. The brand is renowned for its commitment to using the finest natural materials, from sumptuous layers of British wool to high-quality pocket springs. This ensures a sleep surface that not only cradles your body but also regulates temperature, keeping you cool in the summer and cosy in winter.


Harrison Spinks beds and mattresses are tailored to cater to individual needs, offering a personalised sleep experience. The pocket spring technology, a hallmark of their designs, adapts to your body's contours, providing optimal support where you need it most. Whether you prefer a firm, medium, or soft feel, you’ll find a range of options to suit your unique preferences. Personalisation extends to the bed frames as well, with an array of styles and finishes allowing you to complement your bedroom perfectly.


With a commitment to eco-friendly practices, Harrison Spinks create 100% recyclable Cortec™ Quad springs and source natural fillings from local farms. This commitment to the environment ensures that your indulgence in luxury is guilt-free.




Chalfont



Lotus



Magnolia





Adam Henson Fairford



Adam Henson Bibury



Adam Henson Winchcombe












Harrison Studio In Store


At Roomes we know it’s important to see, feel and try out furniture before bringing it home which is why we’ve created a spectacular studio in store so you can do just that.


 


VISIT THE STORE



Featured Products
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Harrison ChalfontMattress
£1365 from £879
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Harrison MagnoliaMattress
£2215 from £1625
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Adam Henson Bibury 27300Mattress and Divan Set
£4555 from £2615

[image: Adam Henson Fairford 29300 - Mattress and Divan Set]
Adam Henson Fairford 29300Mattress and Divan Set
£5469 from £3155

[image: Harrison Magnolia - Mattress and Divan Set]
Harrison MagnoliaMattress and Divan Set
£2915 from £2145
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Harrison ChalfontMattress and Divan Set
£1925 from £1239

[image: Harrison Lotus - Mattress and Divan Set]
Harrison LotusMattress and Divan Set
£2499 from £1839
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Award-winning Revolution® springs


With a unique and ground-breaking spring-within-a-spring design; the outer spring offering a high degree of comfort while the inner spring delivers a supportive second action for variable levels of support.


Cortec™ Eco Spring™ Technology


A new dawn for comfort technology. With a unique and ground breaking, heat sealed design; meaning Cortec™ springs are 100% recyclable and zero to landfill. The finer springs contour to your body with accuracy and precision for the ultimate in superior support.


Advanced Micro springs


Designed and manufactured in-house with innovative patented technology our 100% recyclable Micro springs give all the comfort and support of foam but without the use of chemicals. Adapting to your body’s contours to relieve pressure and provide greater comfort and lumbar support.
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Adam Henson Collection


A unique celebration of British farming, traditional premium craftsmanship and sustainability. The Adam Henson collection is luxuriously handcrafted with lustrous Cotswold wool chosen by Adam himself from rare and indigenous breeds.


Our Eco Promise


Our focus is sustainability. All of our new mattresses are designed with this in mind. Each new mattress is foam-free, glue-free and FR chemical treatment free. 100% recyclable. Zero to landfill.


Foam-free


Foam is unable to be recycled. Designed in house; our 100% recyclable, glue free Micro springs replace the need for foam. Highly flexible these springs relieve pressure, helping to keep your spine in perfect alignment.


Harrison Spinks - Frequently Asked Questions

How heavy are Harrison Spinks mattresses?

Harrison Spinks mattresses are designed with quality materials and craftsmanship, resulting in a range of weights depending on the specific model and size you choose. As you explore the options, you'll find that the weight of Harrison Spinks mattresses can vary based on factors such as the type of materials used, the number of layers, and the overall ..
Read more

Harrison Spinks - Frequently Asked Questions







How heavy are Harrison Spinks mattresses?


Harrison Spinks mattresses are designed with quality materials and craftsmanship, resulting in a range of weights depending on the specific model and size you choose. As you explore the options, you'll find that the weight of Harrison Spinks mattresses can vary based on factors such as the type of materials used, the number of layers, and the overall thickness of the mattress.


The weight of a Harrison Spinks mattress is often influenced by the incorporation of premium natural materials like British wool, cotton, and individually pocketed springs. While these materials contribute to the luxurious feel and comfort of the mattress, they can also affect its weight. Keep in mind that larger sizes, such as king or super king mattresses, may naturally weigh more due to their increased dimensions. We advise you to check the product specifications for the specific model you're interested in, as this will help you determine the weight of the mattress and ensure that you can comfortably handle and manoeuvre the mattress when setting it up or rotating it. While Harrison Spinks mattresses may have varying weights, each one promises a substantial and well-crafted sleep surface, delivering a great night's rest for years to come.


How frequently do you need to turn a Harrison Spinks mattress?


With your Harrison Spinks mattress, the frequency of turning largely depends on the specific model you choose. Many Harrison Spinks mattresses are designed as "no-turn" or "one-sided," meaning they are crafted to offer optimal support without the need for regular flipping. This feature simplifies maintenance, making it more convenient for you to enjoy your mattress without the hassle of frequent rotations.


For many Harrison Spinks mattresses, the recommended practice is to rotate them periodically instead of flipping. This rotation ensures even wear and extends the lifespan of your mattress. Typically, experts advise rotating your mattress every three to six months to promote uniform settling and prevent uneven impressions. However, it's important to note that specific care instructions may vary by model, so it's advisable to consult the individual guidelines provided with your Harrison Spinks mattress. Some models may have unique features or materials that influence the recommended rotation schedule. By following these guidelines, you can optimise the performance and longevity of your Harrison Spinks mattress.

Read less
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            Adam Henson Bibury 27300Mattress
                        Using carefully selected wool from rare breed Cotswold sheep. A unique celebration of British farming, traditional premium craftsmanship and sustainability. The Adam Henson collection is luxuriously handcrafted with lustrous Cotswold wool chosen by Adam himself from rare and indigenous breeds.

Features:


	Handmade in the UK in a Carbon neutral organisation
	The Adam Henson Bibury mattresses... 
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        £3565 from £2095
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            Adam Henson Fairford 29300Mattress
                        Using carefully selected wool from rare breed Cotswold sheep. A unique celebration of British farming, traditional premium craftsmanship and sustainability. The Adam Henson collection is luxuriously handcrafted with lustrous Cotswold wool chosen by Adam himself from rare and indigenous breeds.

Features:


	Handmade in the UK in a Carbon neutral organisation
	The Adam Henson Fairford mattresses... 

                    

        £4475 from £2635
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            Adam Henson Winchcombe 37300Mattress
                        Using carefully selected wool from rare breed Cotswold sheep. A unique celebration of British farming, traditional premium craftsmanship and sustainability. The Adam Henson collection is luxuriously handcrafted with lustrous Cotswold wool chosen by Adam himself from rare and indigenous breeds.

Features:


	Handmade in the UK in a Carbon neutral organisation
	The Adam Henson Winchcombe mattresses... 

                    

        £5925 from £3489
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            Harrison ChalfontMattress
                        Harrison Spinks is a fifth-generation family bedmaker, handcrafting premium luxury mattresses since 1840. They are considered one of Great Britain’s most established, innovative, and sustainable bed manufacturers. All mattresses are 100% foam, glue, and FR chemical treatment free and fully recyclable – better for healthy sleep and kinder to the planet. Designed for you to sleep in rather... 
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        £1365 from £879
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            Harrison LotusMattress
                        Harrison Spinks is a fifth-generation family bedmaker, handcrafting premium luxury mattresses since 1840 and is one of Great Britain’s most established, innovative, and sustainable bed manufacturers. All their mattresses are 100% foam, glue, and FR chemical treatment free and fully recyclable – better for a healthy sleep and kinder to the planet. The Harrison Beds Lotus Collection provides... 

                    

        £1795 from £1319
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            Harrison MagnoliaMattress
                        Harrison Spinks is a fifth-generation family bedmaker, handcrafting premium luxury mattresses since 1840. They are considered one of Great Britain’s most established, innovative, and sustainable bed manufacturers. All mattresses are 100% foam, glue, and FR chemical treatment free and fully recyclable – better for healthy sleep and kinder to the planet. The Harrison Spinks Magnolia Collection... 

                    

        £2215 from £1625
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            Adam Henson Bibury 27300Mattress and Divan Set
                        Headboard sold separately - price shown is for divan base and mattress without headboard.


                    

        £4555 from £2615
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            Adam Henson Fairford 29300Mattress and Divan Set
                        Headboard sold separately - price shown is for divan base and mattress without headboard.


                    

        £5469 from £3155
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            Adam Henson Winchcombe 37300Mattress and Divan Set
                        Headboard sold separately - price shown is for divan base and mattress without headboard.


                    

        £6915 from £4009
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            Harrison ChalfontMattress and Divan Set
                        Headboard sold separately - price shown is for divan base and mattress without headboard.


                    

        £1925 from £1239
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            Harrison LotusMattress and Divan Set
                        Headboard sold separately - price shown is for divan base and mattress without headboard.


                    

        £2499 from £1839
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            Harrison MagnoliaMattress and Divan Set
                        Headboard sold separately - price shown is for divan base and mattress without headboard.


                    

        £2915 from £2145

        
                                

            

      




                                    
            
        







    
    
        Subscribe now to claim £50 off your next order over £500*

        Be the first to know about new ranges, special offers and curated looks from our team
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                        Interior Design Service

                        Tailored to suit you

                        At Roomes, our experienced Interior Designer is here to help from start to finish, providing a hands-on approach.

                        FIND OUT MORE
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